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Goron 
 

Refugees from a lost dimension, these hardy and cheerful warriors protect Death Mountain and its secrets. 

 

Attribute Maximums 
Race Awareness Brawn Charm Commitment Cunning Daring 

Goron 5 10 8 8 5 8 

 

Inherent Ability 
 Faceplant. As a move action, tuck in all limbs and fall flat on your face. In this extremely 

comfortable position, you toughen to reduce all incoming damage by 1 Wound. You can hide as a 

boulder, granting +4 to Cunning for stealth. You can sleep for weeks at a time if desired. 

 

Limitation 
 Tasty Rocks. You can only eat certain rocks, and most veins of those delicious stones are found in 

Death Mountain. A week of rocks is 1 heavy load, and goron eat once a week. 

 

Signature Items: None. Starting Rupees: None. 

 

Talents 
 

 Fireproof.** Constant. You take no damage from heat, fire, or fire-based attacks. This usually works 

even against magic fire. In the case of special fire, the DM can give you 1 Awesome Point and feed 

the bowl 1 point and require a Brawn test at whatever difficulty to shrug off the effects. Goron gain 

this ability through successfully enduring special trials in the Temple of Fire. 

 

 Heavy Blow.** Arena. If succeeding by 5 or more with an unarmed attack, either do +2 Wounds or 

gain a free Throw attack against the target. 

 

 Mighty Thews.** Constant. You can carry 2 more loads than your Brawn allows. Unarmed, you 

attack as a heavy weapon. You can throw rocks as range weapons. 

 

 Roll.** Rested. You can tuck up to roll like a wheel. To get up speed, you must move through one 

arena. Then, you can move 2 arenas a round downhill, or one arena a round on flat terrain. Going 

uphill, lose momentum. While moving at two arena per round speed, anything you hit takes 1 Wound 

unless the target makes a Daring test to leap out of the way. If you hit something you do not injure, 

you lose momentum. Maneuvering may require a Daring test for difficult terrain. 

 

 Tough.** Constant. You ignore the first Wound from any source of damage. Gain +2 Wounds. 
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